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Osney Island at the Millennium

Preface
This booklet was the idea of Vernon Orr who
conceived, organised and nurtured the Osney History
Group, extracting reminiscences from the older
inhabitants and arranging for expeditions to and talks on
the sites of Osney Abbey and its surrounds. Vernon's
principle that the "process is more important than the
product" has made the compilation fun. Thanks for this
must go to Olive Bramall, Joyce Chalmers, Margaret
Howkins, Gwen Ilsley, Elizabeth Newbery, Christine
Prismall, Sally Roberts, Matthew Searle, David Stocker,
Zoe Teale and Clare Webb for their contributions both
to the process and to the booklet.
Others have helped with their time and advice. Michael
Jenkins of the West Oxford Primary School, Robert
Sweeney, vicar of St Frideswide's Church should
especially be mentioned. Michael also kindly arranged
for his pupils to undertake the survey of the island's
inhabitants. Keith Reeve, the lockkeeper at Osney Lock,
provided statistics showing the use by boaters of the lock
and the Thames generally over the years.
Finally, as co-ordinator of the History Group, I cannot
conclude this preface without recording that but for the
editorial work and support given throughout by
Elizabeth Newbery and Zoe Teale, this booklet would
never have been produced. It is they who have come up
with the ideas, translated them into practice, and cajoled
contributions from the rest of us. If the credit for
producing the work has to go to any two people it is
Elizabeth and Zoe.
Simon Stubbings

East Street
December 1999
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Feeding the ducks
off East Street.

Osney Island is shaped like an old-fashioned belt buckle.
Streets named after the points of the compass provide its
frame and Bridge Street is the prong in the middle.
Today there are about 270 households on Osney, most of
which are two bedroomed terraced homes, some
extended and made larger in recent years. The streets are
laid out simply, North, South, East and West Streets,
Bridge Street and the tiny terraces of Swan and Doyley
Road fill in small gaps. At the time of writing there are
four public access points on and off the Island: foot
bridges cross the water on to Swan Street, North Street
and East Street and a road bridge on to Bridge Street,
only carrying traffic to the Island itself.
One hundred years ago, at the turn of the last century,
the Osney Island community really was a small town
with active businesses and services that meant one hardly
needed to cross the bridge onto the Botley Road
although plenty of people were, of course, employed by
the railway and other off-island activities. Now we are
entering a new century and with it a new millennium,
and the community has changed. Few inhabitants are
employed by the railway today; the houses are being
gutted and renovated, and the shops are all gone. Yet
despite its proximity to the railway station and the ease
with which people can commute to London, something
of the old cohesive community has survived and indeed
seems to be gathering strength. Many children are being
born on the island. Plenty of people here now work from
home and the streets are far from deserted during
daytime. There are active clubs and a strong Residents'
Association, and above all many of the residents know
each other, meet up in each other's houses, chat on the
street, enjoy the pubs together, in a way that is unusual
in an inner city area at the beginning of the 21st century.
It is this sense of community that we hope to celebrate in
this small book.
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A Brief Look at Osney in the Past
As with many English place names, there is a variety of

A conjectural view c. 1520

views as to how Osney came to be so called. However,

drawn by H. W. Brewer· and

the authoritative English Place Name Society states that
the name is derived from the name of an early Oxford

printed in The Builder; 1891.

landowner called Osa and 'ey' the Old English word for
an island. But others like to think that the name also
recalls the river, deriving either from the ancient British
word for a river 'ouse' or from the osiers which may
have grown along its banks. Whatever the origins of the
name, this part of Oxford owes something to the streams

noisy magpies; then, as now, magpies had a slightly

which run through it- a network of islands created by
its many channels.

predatory air and were regarded with fear and
superstition. Editha took these birds to be an omen and
she consulted her chaplain, Radulph, to understand what

In early times the name Osney seems to have described a
much larger area west of Oxford than the modern Osney
Island, including several islands in the river, which
extended westward from the branch of the Thames
which still flows under the walls of the Castle, alongside
Fisher Row and Paradise Street, as far out as the modern
Thames navigation channel, which was known as the
'Eidee' the Old River in the Middle Ages.
In the Medieval period this whole area was dominated

their attentions might mean. Radulph was a canon of St.
Frideswide's, an Augustinian monastery, the predecessor
of Christ Church Cathedral. After walking with her and
chancing upon the same flock of magpies, Radulph
astutely suggested that they must represent souls in
purgatory and he explained that these souls were asking
that a monastery be built on the site, so that they might
be saved through prayer. Editha prevailed upon her
husband Robert d'Oyley to found a priory in the

by one of Oxford's greatest religious houses, Osney

meadows of Osney for the Augustinian Canons, with

Abbey. This institution was not just the largest of the

Radulph as first prior.

Oxford Monasteries, it was also one of the largest
monastic houses in Lincoln diocese, which until the
Reformation stretched from the Humber to the Thames.
It was founded in 1129 in picturesque circumstances. In

the early years of the twelfth century Robert d'Oyley,
nephew of the Norman governor of Oxford, lived in the
Castle and legend has it that his wife, Editha Forne, used
to walk in the Osney meadows nearby. In one place, by

On its foundation Robert d'Oyley assigned Osney Priory
(which became Osney Abbey in 1154) all his land in
Osney, houses along the bank of Castle Mill Stream
(then called Warham Bank), and the tithes of the Castle
corn mills. These mills, along with new ones built near
the main course of the modern Thames, where the
marina now stands, helped the Abbey to build up its
enormous wealth and they even appear in contemporary

the river, she was repeatedly troubled by a large flock of
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literature: Chaucer sets his Miller's Tale in this part of
Oxford, with the Abbey as the employer of the

The last surviving building of
Osney Abbey.

cuckolded husband John:
her housbounde was at Oseneye,
As clerkes ben ful subtile and ful quentye .. .'
[lines 3274-5]
At the height of its power during the 13th century, there
were about 50 canons at the Abbey and various
ecclesiastical councils were held here; one held in 1222,
for example, established St.George's Day as a lesser holy
day. The Monastery was of such size and importance
that it could even accommodate Parliament, which met
here in 1330. The nave and transept of the abbey church
were located in the open space now occupied by Mill
Street cemetery, whilst its east end lies beneath the
railway line. By the end of the Middle Ages the church
was about 330 feet long, with north and south aisles,
choir and a presbytery with a Lady Chapel and five
other chapels. There was a great tower at the west end,
which could be seen in the flat landscape for miles
around, and a second tower over the crossing.
Fortunately, many sketches and views of the ruins of the
abbey church were made in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, which allow us to appreciate

extended north as far as the line of Barrett Street.

something of the grandeur of this lost church. To its

Between Barrett Street and Russell Street was probably
the Abbey farm, from where the canons' extensive

south the remains of the cloister have been identified,

meadowland along the Thames was managed.

whilst a group of courts containing the infirmary and
other offices extended towards the river. Along the river
bank, beside what is now the marina, were the famous
Abbey mills, whilst further north, also looking out over
the river towards where East Street now runs, were the
canons' lodgings, grouped around a great court which

8

After the Dissolution of the Abbey in 1539, King
Henry VIII established the Oxford diocese and the
Abbey church briefly became the new cathedral with the
last abbot, Robert King, appointed as first Bishop of

9

mill building with a fifteenth-century roof at the bottom
end of Mill Street and a length of adjoining wall is all

Oxford in 1542. In 1546, the bishop's seat was
transferred to the church which had belonged to the rival
monastery at St. Frideswide's. It had become the chapel
of the new college at Christ Church when that was

that can be seen of the great abbey buildings which had

founded in 1524, and Osney Abbey fell into disuse and

East Street and, instead of the power station, seeing the
opposite bank lined with wharves, warehouses and m'ills,

been such an important institution in this part of
Oxford. Imagine looking across the river from modern

disrepair. The bells from the Abbey which were already
noted for their harmonious quality, were also transferred
to Christ Church where they still hang. Today, one stone

and reaching upwards behind the riverfront, a great
church tower.
With the Abbey gone, the area reverted to a rural
The modem Osney Mill
destroyed by fire in 1947.

backwater with river channels and quiet meadows
similar to those in which Editha would have walked 400
years earlier, although the Abbey mills facing the modern
Osney Lock continued in use until modern times when
they were destroyed by fire in 194 7. In 1546 the abbey
site was leased to a rich clothier, William Stumpe of
Malmesbury, who aimed to set up a cloth factory in the
deserted Abbey buildings behind the waterfront, and
provide work for many West Oxford inhabitants. There
is no record, however, suggesting that Stumpe's venture
was successful. During the Civil War, when King Charles
and the Royalists made Oxford their headquarters for
nearly four years, the mills of Osney were converted to
make gunpowder. In 1643, an explosion in a powderhouse on the site damaged the remains of the abbey
church and seven years later the ruins of the great
western tower were finally pulled down.
The land to the west of Oxford was often water-logged,
criss-crossed by shallow, reedy, streams which flooded
frequently. Crossing the flood-plain here was always
difficult, but increasingly traffic heading for Bristol and
the South-west wanted to leave Oxford on this side.
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Osney Bridge from
East Street.

westwards. Traffic gradually increased along the new
Botley Road route across the flood plain during the
eighteenth century. Finally, an Act of Parliament in 1766
empowered the City and University, jointly, to form a
Turnpike Trust with the aim of improving the Botley
Causeway by raising it and making both road and
bridges at least twenty feet wide allowing both cattle -and
carriages to cross. New Road was constructed to give

Although a bridge had probably existed across the main
river channel at Osney for many years, the earliest
reference to it occurs as late as 1465. Parts of this
medieval bridge probably survived in the four arches of
the stone structure, which was only replaced in 1888 by
the present cast-iron bridge. In later times the medieval
bridge was sometimes known as Hythe Bridge being
adjacent to the abbots hythe (or wharf). In 1467 Osney
Abbey granted permission for construction of a
causeway across the meadows from North Hinksey

direct access to the Botley Road from the City, making
West Oxford easily accessible at last, but bringing with it
highwaymen and other thieves in such quantities that by
1776 a group of local citizens were obliged to form a
vigilante committee to try and prevent unwanted attacks.
A toll gate was set up with a small octagonal tollhouse,
destroyed when the railway was built in the 1840s but
replaced in 1850 by the building that is now the White
House restaurant.
Our modern Osney Island lies to the west of the large

church towards Osney Bridge - along a line now

island, or group of islands, known as Osney Island in the

followed by Ferry Hinksey Road. Between about 1520

Middle Ages. When it faced the great abbey across the

and 1530 another substantial causeway was built west of

river's main channel, it seems to have been part of a

the North Hinksey turn, to replace the network of lanes

larger area of meadow land known as the Burgess's

which ran due west towards the little settlement of

Meadows, which extended from the river westwards up

Botley. It was built at the expense of John Claymond, the

to the Bulstake Stream. Our island seems to have

first President of Corpus Christi College, which owned

remained meadow land from the medieval period right

land in the area. The new causeway necessitated the

up until it was developed for housing in the second half

construction of a new bridge across the Bulstake stream

of the nineteenth century. It is shown on some early

and, by the end of the next century, Seven Arches or St.

maps, but not on others; probably there was always a

Frideswide's Bridge had also been built. Even so, for

small island in the Thames here, although the stream

many years the new road was not used as regularly as

that creates it (which appears to have no specific name)

the much older Grandpont Causeway to the south,

may well have dried up in summer. As it was a complete

which was built on firmer ground and which was

island, it would have made a handy single lot of hay-

preferred by the heavier carts and wagons heading south-

meadow or summer grazing for the town folks' cattle.
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The ~tart of the Osney Community
necessary. Building plots were slightly elevated by

What we now know as Osney Island began its story in

dumped soil, and builders were advised to use concrete

1851 when George P. Hester, a solicitor and the Town

foundations. Water came from wells and there was no

Clerk of Oxford, bought the Island and laid out the

sewerage system: householders were advised to mix the

streets and plots of what he called Osney Town for sale

contents of their privies with domestic ash and use or sell

to developers. This meant that freehold sites were

it as fertiliser. In the great cholera epidemic of 1854,

unencumbered by the financial restrictions and covenants

there were eight cases on the Island, but this figure was

that could apply where Colleges still owned the land.
The first houses were erected

way below the rate for the old and overcrowded parts of

in the following year. By

St Thomas.

the mid-1850s most of the terraces of smaller houses in
Bridge Street and East Street had been built, together

An outing organised by Ted

with some of the east side of West Street. The remainder

Hambridge, landlord of the

of West Street followed a little later together with the

Double fronted residence at

north side of South Street.

4 West Street.

-- '

__ _:__:::J

Waterman in 1929.
Many of the men were
railway workers.

Not all the houses were small. The attractive doublefronted residence at number 4 West Street, one of the
earliest buildings, was the residence of Laurie Wyatt, a
member of the Local Board (the contemporary local
authority). The west side of West Street was largely laid
out as gardens, partly belonging to the large house on
the site of what is now West Court, until Swan Street
and the adjacent houses were built.

When the developers started to build on Osney Island,

The north-east corner of the Island was also vacant,

they must have been well aware of what was implied by

although laid out as a garden, until the building familiar

the sound of railway engines whistling from the other

as the West Oxford Democrats Club was erected as a

side of the river. In 1851, the year Osney was laid out,

private house in 1881. The 1890s saw the southern

the London and North Western Railway opened its

extension of Bridge Street (known to older residents

branch from Bletchley to a new station at Rewley Road

simply as 'The Extension'), the south side of South

in Oxford, and in 1852 the Great Western Railway

Street, and houses in North Street all built. Doyley Road

moved its passenger station from Grandpont to a new

was added in 1908.
Temperance Cottages in

station alongside the North Western, on the present site.

Despite the island location, no special attention to

Bridge Street, dated 1853, so

The Victorian railways had a large and shifting

drainage seems originally to have been considered

named by a non-drinker.

workforce who would need homes close to their work.
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William had very recently moved to Oxford and Osney.

The Census of 1861 gives us a picture of the Island
community at the end of its first decade. On average,

At number 5 East Street we like to think that

each house had five or six people living in it, the total

conversation alternated between the Great Western

population being 780. A little over 300 of these were

Railway and babies, since the Clarkes shared the house

children at school or below school age, and another 300

(where their son had been born five months earlier) with

were in employment.

Edwin Nurse, a fireman, and his wife whose son was so
newly born at the date of the Census that a name had

East Street has some of the

not yet been decided and the midwife was still in

largest houses on the Island.

residence. Mr Nurse came from near Swindon; his wife
from Bristol; perhaps they met while he was working
there. Next door at number 6, the younger son of the
Sanders family was just two months old. Mr Sanders was
one of a number of railway policemen living on the
Island; this job at the time lay somewhere between
policing and what we should now think of as a signal
operator.
By far the majority of residents had been born in
Oxfordshire or the adjacent counties. Of the 160 who

Almost one third of all the working people were in jobs

came from further afield, more than half were from

connected with the railway, showing just how much

railway families; and railwaymen accounted for almost

Osney was a railway town. We do not know in many

all of those born most distant from Oxford. John Earle

cases which company people worked for, but at least 40

of 20 East Street, an engine driver in his early 40's from

of the railwaymen worked for the Great Western

County Durham, for example, would have joined the

Railway. Men like William Glover or Reginald Clarke,

Great Western Railway when enginemen from the north-

both passenger guards for the G.W.R. living in larger

east formed an elite. From a similar background and the

East Street houses, each with a wife and young son,

same county, James Almond, described as an engineer

would probably be considered comfortably off to be

(not necessarily a railwayman) has left a memorial of his

householders in their early 30's with secure jobs in the

residence at 11 West Street, still called Hetton Cottage.

high-tech industry of the day. (Passenger railways as we

Thirty years later another member of the same family,

know them had not existed when they were born.)
Railwaymen have always had to move about to gain
promotion. Since the Glover family seems to have been

Hetton Cottage, West Street
named after the original
owner's birthplace.

employed as a stationary engineman, and with his
birthplace specified more precisely as Hetton-le-Hole in
the Durham coalfield, was still living there.

living in Chester two years earlier, we can guess that

16

17

There is only one railwaywoman on record in 1861:

was The Swan). At number 5 West Street, John H.

Elizabeth Hood, a widow, of 8 East Street, a waiting

Gibbons gave his occupation as hotel keeper, assisted by

room attendant. Other than railway work, the most

his daughter, and three barmaids were in residence

common jobs were as dressmakers, seamstresses,

(although described as visitors).

milliners or similar tasks in the clothing trade and, apart

Thirty years on, in 1891, another 40 dwellings had been

from three tailors, all these were held by women, often

added, mainly in West Street and Swan Street, and the

by unmarried daughters living at home. Other trades

resident population had reached 867. The population

with significant representation on the Island were

was perhaps a little more socially mixed. More than a

carpentry and joinery; printing and bookbinding; and

quarter of those in an occupation worked on the railway.

brewing and malting. Representing the older means of

The next most common trade was that described simply

transport, there were two watermen resident on the

as general labourer, followed by dressmaking and then

Island; one, perhaps symbolically, lived with his son-in-

by brewers' carters, maltsmen and others in the brewing

law, a railway engine driver. Richard Lindars of 51

trade. Five men were employed by the Post Office, and
Houses in West Street boldly

Bridge Street and, aged 71, the oldest resident, was a
former coachman. The area was still rural enough for
there to be two agricultural labourers lodging in Bridge
Street.

another five as City policemen. There were also two

dated 1885 in their

prison warders, two schoolteachers (and a pupil teacher),

brickwork.

two professional photographers, and a number of errand
boys. Only two of the residents had any direct

In 1939, 69 Bridge Street
was a shop run by Wilfred

connection with the University a young college scout and
a coal porter.

Joseph Harrison. He and
his wife Nelllie, and his
daughter Violet Nellie,
lived above it.

It is difficult to be sure who was actually carrying on

their trade on the Island itself. However at both numbers
16 and 25 Bridge Street were men carrying on the
combined trades of shoemaker and publican (number 16

18
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Living on the Island
Although it has lost its last remaining shop, the Island
community is well served by other institutions and
facilities, apart from those in Oxford itself. These, both
through their origins and their present functions,
contribute to the distinctiveness of Island life.

St. Frideswide's Church, Osney
On your right as you cross the bridge, guarding the
entrance to Osney Island, is St. Frideswide's Church. Its
spireless tower stands as a squat custodian of the
community that it was built to serve.

St. Frideswide's Church
from the East.
Islanders enjoying a drink outside the Waterman's Arms
before the raft race organised by Ray, the landlord.
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The Church was an early settler on the Island with a
chapel established at the corner of Bridge and South
Streets. After a few years a larger and more permanent
building was thought to be needed and the foundation
stone on the present site just off the island was laid in
December 1870.
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The church boasts a connection with that most beguiling

The building of St. Frideswide was however frustrated

of the Oxford legends, Alice in Wonderland. Standing in

from the start by financial difficulties and the plans had

a corner at the north-east end of the nave is the Alice
Door. This was carved by Alice Liddell the daughter of

constantly to be changed to accommodate these. Indeed
the absence of a spire is evidence of these problems.

Dr Henry Liddell, Dean of Christ Church, on whom the

Although a loftier silhouette was contemplated by its

Alice of the story was modelled

Victorian architect, Samuel Sanders Teulon, funds were
never forthcoming for its construction. The hope that

St. Frideswide's was built as a response by the
established church to the threat that the Baptists were
seen to pose in parting the growing population of Osney

further monies would be raised remained, and was not
finally relinquished until 1985 when the first permanent
roof was installed; over a century after the church had

Island from the bosom of the Church of England.

been built!
Nevertheless and despite these vicissitudes
St. Frideswide's was opened and consecrated for public
worship in April1872. The name probably derives from
the fact that the patrons of the parish, Christ Church
College, had inherited its buildings from St. Frideswide's
Priory.
Although not one of Oxford's most celebrated
architectural works, it is unique. Commentators have

The remains of the
Augustinian Priory in the
17th century.

In recent years, under the auspices of the Reverend
Robert Sweeney (who is also responsible for the
surrounding parishes of St. Thomas and Binsey) the
congregation, whilst still not large, has grown. The
average Sunday service is attended by around 30 people.
Of these regular churchgoers about a third live on the
island. Today it is not so much the Baptists who are a
threat to church attendance, but the prevailing secular
outlook of English society.

disagreed both as to its merit and how to classify it.
Pevsner dismisses the building as "typically Teulon in its

Although the congregation has grown, the church does
not itself arrange any functions apart from services,

ruthlessness". It was described by contemporary
reporters variously as "Gothic, of the early English
period", as "late Early-English or early Decorated style".

although the building is used for occasional concerts and

Nevertheless in designing the church Teulon has given
Osney an original and distinctive building. Mellowed
now by the surrounding trees, the church and its

talks. Its links with the local school are tenuous. This is
in contrast with the days when it was the church itself
which was responsible for the primary education of the
Islanders.

precincts seem a peaceful backwater removed from the
traffic of the Botley Road growling impatiently yards
away.
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West Oxford Primary School
True to its origins the school continues to be divided into

It was as a combined chapel and school promoted in

a nursery, which caters for pupils from the age of three

1854 by the vicar of St. Thomas's, Thomas Chamberlain,
that the Church of England first established an
educational bridgehead on the island. After St.

to five, and the main school where they continue until
the age of 11. At that stage most continue their
education at the Matthew Arnold School on Cumnor

Fridewide's Church was built in Botley Road, the old
school chapel became St. Frideswide's Infant School and
the St. Frideswide's Boys and Girls School opened next
door.
In June 1905 a new boys' school was opened in Helen
Road to the west off Botley Road. Within the next
decade the infants and girls remaining in the school left

Hill. The division between boys and girls remains
roughly equal.
Class V, West Oxford Girls'
School, 1929.

the Island when what is now the West Oxford Primary
School was built in Ferry Hinksey Road in 1913. This
new school opened its doors on 14 January 1914.
The connection between St. Frideswide's Church and the
school was not finally severed until 1956 when the boys'
school in Helen Road closed and its pupils rejoined the
infants and girls in Ferry Hinksey Road.
At the turn of the century the West Oxford Primary

The increasing pluralism of English society is reflected in

School is a flourishing establishment. An inspection

the composition of the school which is enriched through
about a third of its pupils having Asian or African

conducted in March 1999 gave it a glowing report,
commenting on its excellent ethos and the pupils'

grandparents. Although diluted as the generations
become more embedded in English life, the cultural

positive attitudes. It reported that under the leadership

differences that these pupils bring adds a further

and management of the Governors and the Headmaster,
Michael Jenkins, their spiritual, moral, social and
cultural development is very good.

offer.

dimension to the education that the school is able to

In November 1999 the school boasted 138 pupils, of

The benefits that this cultural diversity brings are
enhanced by the broad approach taken to education by

whom about 20 are resident on Osney Island. The rest
are drawn from the school's catchment area which runs

the headmaster and staff. Although retaining no formal
connection with St. Frideswide's Church, visits are made

from the City Centre hub down the westward spoke
formed by Botley Road.

there, as they are to mosques and other places of

24
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In addition to its functions as providing education for

worship. This helps to ensure that, during their time at

the local community, the West Oxford Primary School

West Oxford Primary School, pupils receive as wide an

acts as the lead school for the Oxford Consortium for

exposure to other ways of life as Oxford can afford.

Teacher Training in the Primary School field. There is

From the point of view of sporting facilities, the move

close liaison with Oxford Brookes University to

away from Osney Island has been a happy one for the

co-ordinate this function.

school. No longer surrounded by houses, it can enjoy the
luxury of the playing fields facing it across the Ferry

The School Inspectors Report shows that the school is

Hinksey Road, facilities that many other establishments

seeing the Millennium out on a high note. It nevertheless

established in cities would envy.

faces the same future issues as education in England
generally. These include the effects on the City of the

As with other schools in the public sector, its

reorganisation of the educational service, the review of

administration is the responsibility of the governors.

early years' education, and the national curriculum.

The governors are appointed by local authorities (the

In addition, of more local concern to the West Oxford

County and City Councils), parents, and eo-opted by the
governors themselves. The intention is to retain a

Primary School is a worry about the recruitment of staff

balance representing the community and local business.

in the future as property prices in Oxford make it

Parents are encouraged to play an active part in

difficult for members of a profession that is not lavishly

school life.

paid to find accommodation.
West Oxford Primary
school today.

These, however, are challenges for the future. For the
present the West Oxford Primary School is an institution
that "Frog Island" can be proud to have spawned.

The day-to-day running of the school is in the hands of
the headmaster and his staff. Class sizes vary between
about 20 in the years up to seven, and around 30
thereafter.
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Pubs and Clubs
In the early part of the twentieth century there were four

Champions, a sports club on the corner of North Street

pubs on the Island: the Waterman's Arms and the Great

and Bridge Street (formerly the Oxford Reform Club)

Western Telegraph in East Street; the Holly Bush Inn

has been sold and is being converted into apartments.

(probably the oldest) and the White Horse in Bridge

For the past 11 years, The Waterman's has organised an

Street. There were two general stores and a dairy in West

annual raft race for charity, an event much enjoyed by

Street, and another two in Bridge Street, where William

local residents. The race starts about 7 pm outside the

Woodward of Chipping Norton also set up his bakery

Waterman's after the lock keeper has closed the lock to

business in 18 82. In the 1860s, there had been two

river traffic. Teams start in the basin below the lock and

general shops in East Street as well. Islanders might also

race round the Island, in a variety of homemade rafts

spend time at The Oxford Reform Club on the corner of

made from old beer barrels, inner car tyre tubes, old

North and Bridge Streets, Today, only the Waterman's

bath tubs, wooden palettes and anything else deemed

Arms and the Hollybush Inn (now renamed Waiter

suitable. In 1999, 15 teams entered the race and raised

Mittey's) remain.
The Waterman's Arms, originally opened in 1871 but
rebuilt in 1899 by George Winship, stands at the corner

At the start of the
raft race, 1998.

of East Street and South Street. It is named after the
ferrymen and watermen who worked on the Thames.
Originally there were stables at the back to house the
horses which pulled the barges carrying mainly coal. The
current landlords are Ray and Jenny Brown who have
been in residence for about four years. Together they
provide hospitality for a number of local people who
pop in for a pint and a gossip before the lunchtime trade
which caters mainly for the people who work on the
Osney Mead Industrial Estate. Jenny's pies have won
many prizes so the Waterman's also attracts special

£658.

groups, such as pensioners' outings, from outside the

On the corner of West Street and the north end of Bridge

Island. In the evening, couples or friends might meet to

Street stands Waiter Mittey's. It was built on the site of

play a game of pool or to wind down after commuting

the Royal Oxford Hotel, demolished in 1851, rebuilt and

to work further afield. The Waterman's is host to a

called The Bush and Railway Inn. It was later renamed

regular quiz night, the local angling club and the Osney

the Hollybush Inn and is recorded as having incurred the

Island Residents Association AGM, now that The

wrath of the local turnpike trust when people left their
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The River
horses there to avoid paying tolls to cross the Osney

The river is what makes Osney unique. (It is of course

Bridge. In 1995 the Hollybush was again revamped and

also what makes it an island!) What is now the main

t

renamed, this time Waiter Mittey's, and now caters for a
younger clientele drawn almost exclusively from outside

navigation channel of the Thames flows under Osney
Bridge, past East Street and on to Osney Lock. The

I

the Island.

towpath runs alongside on the Osney bank and, since
1996, has been incorporated in the Thames Path

The West Oxford Democrats' Club founded in 1939,

National Trail. This extends the 180 miles from the

occupies the largest building on the Island, built by ].C.

source of the river in Gloucestershire to the Thames

Tanner in 1881 on the corner of North Street and East

Barrier in Woolwich east of London.

Street. Despite its name that hints at political affiliation,
the club has always been a family organisation. Annette

However this part of the river isn't very old as rivers go.

Steele (nee Froude), who has lived on the Island all her

Until 1227 the main river ran closer to the centre of

life, remembers going there as a child and listening to her

Oxford, along the route of the stream that emerges

parents singing and playing the piano. Today the club

alongside a disused railway bridge about quarter of a
The river in summer.

has 500 members, mostly drawn from outside the Island.
It organises various events such as outings, Aunt Sally

mile downstream of Osney Lock. It was in 1227 that the
Osney Cut was dug. By that time, in common with many

competitions (a game traditional to Oxfordshire) held in

urban rivers, the Thames had become clogged with

the club's car park every Wednesday during the summer,

debris, making navigation a challenge. In the absence of
a reliable road network the Thames was, even then, a

and discos for younger members on Saturday evenings.

main channel for trade. The elders of Oxford showing

The Democrats' Club from

little inclination to do anything about keeping the river

across the Botley Road.

clear, it was the Abbot of Osney who came to the rescue.
He applied to the King for a licence to dig a cut. The
extent of this cut is uncertain but it may have been from
the disused railway bridge north for as much as one and
a half miles, through what is now Osney Lock, where

1
c

the monks built a mill.
This application was gratefully granted by Henry Ill,
who was the King at the time, and who saw the
commercial need for a clear flowing and well-maintained

The rooms are often hired out for weddings and other

waterway system. This contributed to the Abbey

celebrations.

becoming one of the richest in the kingdom, while
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Oxford was cut off from its trading river and has never

The river is still used by working and commercial craft,

got it back.

however. The Environment Agency's maintenance fleet
based below Osney Lock can be seen regularly, as can

In fact, the use by boatmen of the Osney Cut as the main

their inspection launches. A theatre company travels by

navigation stream was intermittent until the end of the

narrow boat putting on plays in waterside pubs during

eighteenth century. This was no doubt at least partly

the summer. During the warmer months of the year a

because of the impediments, in the form of weirs and

restaurant boat makes a daily cruise downstream from

tolls, put in their way by the owners of Osney Mill. As a

its moorings at Wolvercote. Some narrow boats have

consequence navigators preferred the Bulstake Stream

been converted into floating hotels, often mooring

which joins the Thames just upstream of the present

outside the Waterman's Arms where they discharge and

railway bridge about 200 metres below the Osney Lock.

take on passengers at weekends. In 1999 an aquatic
This changed in 1790 when Osney Lock was dug, using
convict labour from Oxford Castle, which was at that

The river is home to swan,

accountant operating afloat passed through, a sign

mallard, coot and moorhen.

advertising his services fixed to the side of his narrow

time a prison. With this modern pound lock the Thames

boat. Perhaps the age of the cellular telephone and the

was able to provide a link to the south from the Oxford

portable computer will see the river revive as a congenial

Canal which, having been started in 1769, only reached

base and thoroughfare for those operating service

Oxford on 1 January 1790. Goods could now be

industries.

conveyed by inland waterways from Birmingham and the
Midlands to London through an up-to-date waterway
system. It was of course only a matter of decades before
railways began to make inroads on this method of
commercial transportation combining with the roads to
achieve its virtual demise in the first part of the twentieth
century.

But for the present these are the exceptions. Most of the
boats passing or mooring are pleasure craft. In recent
years this type of holiday seems to have been in decline.
While in 1999 there were 26,618 boats licensed to use
the Thames, in 1988 the total was 33,747. This decline
in the numbers of vessels in general is reflected in those
using Osney Lock. In the busiest month of August, 2,750

Trading boats carrying cargo are still seen from time to

vessels used the lock in 1988. In 1999 it was 2,210. By

time moored by Osney, but infrequently. It is half a

contrast the period between 1975 and 1980 recorded

century since coal came down from the Midlands by

numbers in excess of 5,000. Holidays abroad with

narrow boat for the power station lying across the river

guaranteed sunshine seem increasingly to present an

from East Street. The power station wheezed its last watt

irresistible alternative to an uncertain summer on the

in March 1968 and the narrow boats normally now

Thames. Taking the whole year into account the total

journey with cargoes of holidaymakers.

number of craft using Osney Lock has fallen
dramatically over the last two decades: in 1998 8,600
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vessels passed through. This compares with a total of

lump of meat. If caught in sufficient number, they can

23,341 in 1980.

enliven a summer barbecue.

This drop in the number of waterborne users of the river

On the surface swan, mallard, coot, and moorhen are

has to some extent been offset by the number enjoying it
for other purposes. The towpath provides an attractive

constant residents, seeking contributions of stale bread
and other oddments from boaters and passers by, the

highway for joggers, long distance walkers, and mere

swans hissing menacingly at any dog that dares to
interfere with this feast.

strollers, and a base for fishermen. Although so many
people - including the majority of the residents of Osney

For many residents of Osney Island the river is more
than an enjoyable view. Although the days are past when

Island - view the river as a recreational resource, this is
not to say that everyone's interest in it is the same.
Anglers and pleasure boat owners need to exercise a little

they were able to bathe in waters warmed by the power

banks of the watercourse need to be managed to avoid

station, there is still swimming to be had in Tumbling
Bay where the Wick Stream leaves the Thames, a few

erosion. But this must be done in such a way as not to

hundred metres upstream of Osney Bridge. Linking with

give and take so as not to be in constant conflict. The

the Bulstake Stream, this formed part of the old

interfere with wildlife.

navigation channel before Osney Lock was dug. The
Narrow boat moored
alongside Thames towpath
with power station in

bathing place was formed in 1853 and was originally for
males only. Females were first allowed to use it in 1892.
A ferry took bathers from the towpath on the other side

background.
Swimmers atTumbling Bay.

of the river to the pool. However it was discontinued in
1955. Nowadays with modern indoor swimming
facilities available, Tumbling Bay is never crowded, but
has its devotees.
Those visiting the Island by water will probably pass
through Osney Lock, manned by the resident lock-keeper
seven days a week. As important a part of his duties as

The waters of the Thames and its banks at Osney are
rich with such wildlife. Anglers eagerly seize pitches
vacated by pleasure boats. The river yields pike, roach,
chubb, and perch to their patient hooks. Recently there
has been a surge of interest in crayfish catching. These
are the American freshwater variety and are about the
size of a large prawn. They are easily enticed onto a
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letting boaters through locks, are the lock-keeper's
responsibilities in manipulating the weirs. This is
particularly the case in Osney where the low clearance of
Osney Bridge does not permit much increase in the water
level if boats are to navigate safely. The river above
Osney Lock is therefore kept at a constant level, a fact
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appreciated by the residents of the Island who have no

To the relief of its residents, Osney has an elaborate

wish for their sanctuary once again to justify its former

system of sluices ushering the surplus water downstream

name of 'Frog Island'.

for others to deal with. Immediately upstream of the lock
itself is one series. These are for fine adjustments.
Flooding in Bridge Street,

Although when open the flow of water appears

1950's.

prodigious, they are as nothing to the series further up
emptying the pool beneath the narrow footbridge south
of the Waterman's Arms. Here there are three sluices
which when raised will allow a great volume of water
through. Finally, as a corps de reserve, is the sluice at
Osney Bridge. This feeds the stream passing West Street
which completes the isolation of Osney from the
mainland, making it an island. Because of its power and
the effect on any passing river traffic this Osney Bridge
sluice is only used as a last resort.
The sluice by Osney Bridge.
Generally though the river is a tranquil and agreeable

Flooding in Osney was indeed a regular event. The worst

neighbour. The welcome it and its banks give to boaters

flood this century was in March 1947, when a rapid

and fishermen, wildlife and walkers alike makes it a

thaw of deep winter snowfall was accompanied by heavy

generous companion for those residents of Osney Island

rainfall onto the frozen ground. Over 3,000 homes in

who have the leisure to stop and enjoy the activity that

Grandpont, Hinksey, Osney, the Friars, Jericho, St. Ebbes

the Osney Thames generates all the year round.

and Paradise Square were flooded; some to a depth of
one metre. Today the river has been dredged a little
deeper, many of the weirs and locks have been rebuilt
and modernised, and flood warning systems are more
effective, but a flood of similar magnitude is still possible
in the future, given a combination of unfavourable
circumstances. Indeed on a number of occasions within
the 1990s the river level below the lock has risen to
heights that have threatened to flood the houses at the
southern end of Bridge Street as the river level has inched
its way up the tarmac towards their front doors.
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Twenty Pound Meadow Allotments
Across the Botley Road from Osney Island are the

that many are over 65 years of age (although a recent

allotments, known as Twenty Pound Meadow, bounded

project has been set up whereby the Allotments

by the Thames to the west and Tumbling Bay to the

Association has given a plot to West Oxford Primary

north. As the visitor enters the gate from the busy Botley

School with the aim of encouraging an interest in

Road, he or she is greeted with a jigsaw of plots planted

gardening amongst school children). But your fellow plot

out with vegetables in neat rows and punctuated with

holder is as likely as not to be Pakistani, Spanish,

sheds, shacks, water cisterns and a variety of long

Portuguese, Jamaican and female.

outworn household goods pressed into service in new,
Over the years people have exchanged gardening habits

inventive ways.

so that traditional root crops such as carrots, parsnips
The allotments were laid out in 1890 on land originally

and potatoes grow alongside more exotic vegetables and

made over to the City by Corpus Christi College in

herbs such as pumpkin, chick peas and coriander.

compensation for a building put up on City ground

Everybody has to collect water from galvanised iron

without planning permission. They occupy 11 acres

cisterns operated by a ballcock system and placed every

divided into 170 plots. Currently, a plot measuring 10

few hundred feet along the paths between the plots. And

poles (approximately 300 square yards) costs £7 per year

everyone has to tackle the same problem of trying to

and a 5 pole plot half that. Facilities include a toilet

keep predators such as foxes and badgers out of their

block opened in 1999, a small shop open on Sunday

plots, but different people find different solutions. One

mornings and Tuesday evenings in season where plot
holders can buy garden equipment and supplies.
But at a time when many people find it more convenient
to buy their fruit and vegetables in the local
supermarket, why are the allotments so popular?
Informal interviews with plot holders reveal that some
want a source of home-grown produce and others want
to grow organic vegetables at a time when there are fears

Abdul Khaliq,

plot holder has strung up a magnificent collection of old

an allotment holder.

CDs that catch the light as they flutter in the breeze.
This sketch of the allotments
was drawn by Ben Reiss, a
young resident on Osney
Island.

/ '
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about genetically modified food. Many people like
gardening for exercise or regard it as a kind of therapy.
Some simply want contact with other people.
A commonly held belief is that plot holders are mostly
retired, white male workers growing vegetables to
accompany the Sunday roast. A recent survey showed
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Open Gardens
Occasionally, plot holders dig up things other than

For three or four years now, some brave and hard-

vegetables. Some years ago, Jessie Green, father of

working Osney Islanders have volunteered to open their

Trevor Green, the current General Secretary of the

gardens to the public for a summer afternoon in order to

Association, dug up a part of a thirteenth century

raise money for the Residents' Association (and this year

scabbard, (a dagger sheath). In the Middle Ages all men

for our Millenium event). One of the highlights of the

carried a dagger. At that time, this land lay outside the

1999 tour was a new, Japanese-influenced garden

City walls that defended Oxford. The city gates were

belonging to Sally Roberts, and she has written her

locked at sunset and anyone who failed to make it back

impressions of gardening on Osney.

in time had to camp outside the gates, so the scabbard
was probably dropped by someone who was locked out

'We moved to our house in Bridge Street in June two and

for the night. There are other links to the past:

a half years ago. The first social event and opportunity

According to Trevor, the recreation ground next to the

to meet some of our neighbours was the Osney Island

allotments was farmed in the Middle Ages and if you

Open Gardens day, probably the second time this event
had been held. It was rather a damp afternoon but it did

look closely you can still see the outline of ridges and
furrows, the medieval method of farming the land.

Sally Robert's garden,

not seem to deter the enthusiasts dashing around with

Bridge Street.

their tickets from house to house. There were a quite a

The current president of the Allotments Association is

few gardens open, about sixteen I think, so one had to

John Power who took over his plot from his father. Like

be pretty organised to visit them all.

his parents, John was born on the Island, though today
'It was quite a revelation. Behind all those typical

he lives in Ferry Hinksey Road. Under John's presidency,
the allotments have won many prizes, both local and

Victorian terraced fronts were all kinds of surprises.

national. Elizabeth Denny of Upper Fisher Row has won

John Power, President of

There were formal lawns surrounded by immaculate

the 'Best Kept Allotment' prize for two years running.

Allotments Association.

flowerbeds; tiny cottage gardens full of flowers; a
wonderfullawned garden with old apple trees and a
tributary of the Thames running by. There were ponds,
water features, a gravel garden, greenhouses, sheds, and
all kinds of lovely trees. It showed the English
imagination and love of gardening. All this gave me ideas
for transforming our own long thin garden and I
couldn't wait to get started.
'That was the summer of 1997. There was a gap the
following year, then in 1999 about ten gardens were
open, including our new one, on a lovely June afternoon.
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Teas were served in East Street, and it was a successful

Club, now built over with four new houses. It is the last

occasion, raising money for the year 2000 celebrations.

symbol of how that garden used to be. What will the

'When the building of houses and gardens began on

owners of these new houses make of their tiny gardens

Osney Town in the 1850s we can only imagine what the

and will we be invited to see them on an Open Gardens

gardens must have been like. From reading Victorian

day?'

history it seems safe to assume that because living
conditions were so different from today and the "mod
cons" that we enjoy were not available, gardens would

Lilies in a corner of a garden
in North Street.

have had many more utilitarian purposes.
'There would have been an outside toilet, somewhere to
store fuel, maybe a mangle outside the back door and a
clothesline and possibly a meatsafe in a shady place in
which to keep perishable food. It wasn't unusual for
families to keep hens at the end of the garden together
with vegetables, flowers and fruit. It's nice to think of
the families who used to live in our house. I am often
reminded of them as I unearth almost 150 years of
broken crocks - nearly all blue and white.
'Life is much easier now and gardening has become a
leisure activity. We like to use our gardens as an extra
room for meals and relaxation and to indulge ourselves
with tender and exotic plants which grow so well in the
sheltered walled gardens of Osney. It is wonderful sitting
out late on a warm summer evening, enjoying the scents
of the flowers and neighbouring barbecues.
'I love to look out of my attic window, towards the
south east, into the greenness, broken by walls and
fences and different roof heights. With the beautiful bird
song in early summer, it is hard to believe that this an
urban environment. Looking north I see the magnificent
horse chestnut tree in the garden of the old Reform
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The People
Thanks to a survey conducted by pupils of the West

The railways still play an important part in determining

Oxford Primary School in the summer of 1999, there is a

the composition of the Island's population. It is a very

clear description of about one quarter of the Island's

attractive location for commuters for whom it is a boon

households and, in years to come, grown-ups from those

to have the station within five minutes walk whence they

classes who conducted the survey may find themselves

can travel to London by train in under an hour.

reading their own results to answer their children's

The Gloucester Green coach station with its regular bus

questions about Osney life before the twenty first
century.

services throughout the country is a further five minutes
walk away. All these communications make Osney

Because the survey was conducted during school hours it

admirably placed not only for commuters but also for

was not possible to canvas every inhabitant. In addition

those home-workers who have to go to London and

the majority of those who gave information were

elsewhere to attend meetings.

inevitably either retired, home minders, or those who

Although some use cars, so central is Osney that those

worked from home. Nevertheless the schoolchildren
were able to cover a significant proportion of the Island's

working in Oxford will either walk or bicycle. Indeed

population. Of the 270 households on the Island, 79

walking seems to be the most popular way of travelling

were visited by the pupils, representing a total

to work although the bus that stops on Botley Road

population canvassed of 199.

opposite Bridge Street has its adherents.

Built to support the railways, Osney has moved a long

For those living on the Island the river holds great

way from the days that the railways represented the

attraction. While the pubs have their supporters, a

single largest employers of its inhabitants. At the turn of
the millennium Osney can boast amongst its occupants a
variety of trades, professions, and occupations. Cooks
and company directors; till workers and teachers;
lawyers and lecturers; publishers and professors;
musicians and management consultants; students and
pharmacists; architects and actuaries; doctors and
engineers; are all represented, as are IT experts,
bricklayers, woodworkers, and nurses. Osney currently
also provides a base for people working from home.
Developments in technology have made it possible for

Most bikes are parked
outside houses since there is

significant number claim gardening as a free time
activity, either cultivating their own gardens or
allotments across Botley Road.

not often room for
them inside.

People were asked how long they had lived on the
Island. There was, as would be expected, a wide
variation here, but the average worked out at about 16
years; a long time in any modern city community. A little
under a quarter of those surveyed had lived on Osney
Island all their lives.
The typical home seems nowadays to house between two

small offices to be established in houses with all the basic

or three people. To some extent this is a feature of the

facilities needed for certain jobs.

size of the houses. Only a few of them can accommodate
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more than this number in the degree of comfort that has

Sumit Biswas

become a standard at the end of the 20th Century.
People demand more living space than they did 140

Sumit moved from London to Osney in October 1991.

years ago when the same houses accommodated five or

He was attracted to the area because of the easy access

six people. This defines the typical Osney household.

that it gave to greenery and city, as well as its sense of

The family with several children in their teens is

community. The first thing he was struck by was the

generally under-represented. Whilst Osney is a delightful

quiet here, not only in comparison with London, but

place in which to provide children with their first

also in contrast to the Botley Road. (Despite an active

experiences of the world, once those children grow up

colony of sparrows that have packed themselves into the

the constraints of the average Osney house become very

garden hedge!) Initially living alone, Sumit married Pally

marked. A move to somewhere more spacious is often

Gladwin in 1996 and Pally gave birth to their daughter,

dictated at this stage. (Because of the changes in the

Maya,- a home-birth, in April 1998. As they live on the

inhabitants and their accommodation requirements over
the last hundred years, and especially over the last

A typical 'two up, two down'

lowest point of the island, where Bridge and South Street

house on the Island.

cross and the first flood water rises through the drains,

decade or so, the population of Osney must have

the high water of Easter 1998 was a nerve-wracking

diminished by at least a third over the past century.)

time!

The final statistic to emerge from the survey is

Sumit works for Vodafone in Banbury, and makes use of

predictable. When asked why they decided to live on

Osney's good rail and road links. He enjoys travelling -

Osney Island, many respondents answered, not that they

Maya has already been to Australia - and photography.

were bound here by ties of the workplace, but merely

He is also a keen amateur violinist. A few years ago

that they lived in Osney because they liked it. This fact is

Margaret Routley on Bridge Street initiated the setting

borne out by the substantial number of retired people

up of an island quartet (occasionally a quintet) and

living in Osney. It is a place a person stays in and enjoys,

Sumit has played in this 'informal and erratic' group,

rather than one to leave as soon as the shackles of

meeting for coffee and music from time to time.

employment allow. Of course the many and varied

Sumit was one of the islanders who looked into the

facilities that a university city such as Oxford offers are
an attraction, but Osney is more than a base from which,
to sally forth and enjoy them. Its inhabitants bring to it a
varied and cosmopolitan range of backgrounds, a

possibility of turning the last local shop into a
Sumit with his
daughter Maya.

community venture, which proved uneconomic. He has
since joined the Resident's Association Committee.

compliment that Osney repays by providing its
population with an environment and lifestyle that must
be the envy of many an inner-city dweller.
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Bill Bowell

Elizabeth Newbery

Bill Bowell aged 66, has lived at 59 Bridge Street for the

Elizabeth has been resident on the Island for less than

last 40 years. Originally trained as a chef, Bill sold the

three years, but she is a familiar sight working at her

Oxford Mail on the bridge at the entrance to the Island

computer in the front window of her house in North

and recalls that Sir Basil Blackwell was a regular

Street. A professional writer specialising in producing

customer. Today, Bill delivers newspapers on the Island

educational books for museums and galleries, Elizabeth

and keeps an eye open for problems such as rats, people

also writes the bi-monthly Osney Island Newsletter that

who might be ill or those who leave their keys in front

is circulated to everyone on the Island.

doors over night to be posted back through the

Elizabeth moved up from the south coast to Oxford on

letter box!

the basis that it was geographically central with good
links to most parts of the country, and that it would

Bill is probably best known for his spiritual affinity with

'have more going on'. While both have proved to be

dolphins. He recalls that for 12 years he was very ill with
Elizabeth in Barcelona.

clinical depression. One day, while on holiday on the

true, what has come as a surprise is the strong
community spirit of Osney. Elizabeth ended up here

Pembokeshire coast, he and his family went to a film

entirely by luck: she had sold up her house in Chichester

show about the healing powers of dolphins given by Dr

and moved to rented accommodation in Headington

Horace Dobbs. Dr Dobbs later took Bill to meet and

while she decided whereabouts in Oxford she wanted to

swim with a dolphin called Simmo. Bill vividly recalls

live. After a few months of looking for the right house

how he felt a strong one-to-one message of mutual

she became alarmed how few houses with character

loneliness and how the experience was like a 'light

there were on offer at a price that she could afford. 3

flicking on in his mind for the first time in 12 years'.

North Street was being sold by Brasenose through the

Since then, Bill has met dolphins in many parts of Britain

sealed bid system and over 30 people put in an offer for

and Ireland, and gives talks about his unusual recovery.

it- a nail biting time!

He has been the subject of learned studies and articles,

Bill on his newspaper round

Since Elizabeth has lived here, she has noticed how the

films and lectures.

with his youngest son.

west side of Oxford has changed for the better; the
prestigious Said Business School is currently being built
next to the station, the station forecourt has been
enlarged and smartened up and the traffic flow along the
Botley Road improved.
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Olive Bramall

Julia Marsh

Olive is one of Osney's inhabitants who have settled on
the Island to retire. Her accent betrays her origins in the

Julia and her husband, Peter, have recently moved to a
large double house on Bridge Street, having lived for
more than nine years in South Street where their family

North East of England. Yet she has lived in Oxford since
1967. She came south, as she puts it, "to get away from
my mother" . She calculated, incorrectly as it turned out,
that to reach Oxford from Newcastle would be beyond

gradually increased. Heather was born in 1992, Jennifer
in 1995, and Rebecca in April1999. Until the birth of
Rebecca, Julia worked full and then part time for the
BBC, sometimes commuting to London.

the scope of her parent, little reckoning on Oxford's
excellent communications throughout the country.

She is also the local representative of the National
Childbirth Trust, arranging a fast growing mother and
baby group for local families. However, as there have
been at least twelve babies born onto the island alone

Olive has led a full life. Her jobs in Oxford have been
varied; assistant cook in Ruskin Hall, Headington, the
blood transfusion service, the X-ray department at the
Churchill Hospital, a loss adjusters office, the City
Council's information service, and City Motors. Finally
she joined Halfords in Queen Street in 1975 working
there until her retirement in 1985.
Olive initially lived in Headington but moved to

during 1999 and dozens more in the nearby streets, the
group is threatening to get out of hand. As it is, mothers
take it in turns to host meetings, usually alternating
between toddlers and babies each week, providing
biscuits and a variety of toys to chew on ...

Olive in front of her garden
in Mallinson Court.

Mallinson Court in 1997. She finds Osney both

Julia and her family attend St. Frideswide's Church

convenient and friendly. Despite back problems she can
get to the centre of Oxford in no time using the excellent
bus services along Botley Road. The Ring and Ride

regularly, and Heather goes to the Church of England
School in North Hinksey. Jennifer until recently went to
the Osney Day Nursery just by the Osney allotments, but

service takes her to the Heyford Hill supermarkets once

that was closed down in the summer of 1999 and so
along with several other small children on the island she

a week. Having a little garden of her own, Olive enjoys
the Island's open gardens day in the summer. It is a good
way of meeting and talking to a wider circle of
neighbours.

has had to move to a nursery further away. Julia's
husband, Peter, is Treasurer of the local Residents'
Julia with her children
Heather, Jennifer
and Rebecca.

so

Association, and therefore the Marsh family are essential
to the continuing well-being of the island in more ways
than one!
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Jack Cherry

Gwen llsley

Jack originally came from the country, from

Gwen is one of the oldest inhabitants of Osney Island,

Buckinghamshire, but he has lived in Oxford for many

both in terms of seniority and length of residence.

years now having moved here with his first wife who

Although not born on the island, she moved here at the

was from Oxford. He has lived on Osney Island for

age of three in 1917. Her father was invalided out of the

thirteen years, moving here from Lake Street off the

army. On returning to his former employers, the Great

Abingdon Road.

Western Railway Company, the house in West Street that

Jack spent 24 years working at Morris Motors, and

Gwen still occupies was recommended by a colleague.

before that was six years in the army. However his

In common with other children on the island, Gwen

enthusiasms lie very much in his leisure pursuits and it is

went to West Oxford Primary School where she studied

for these that he is well known on Osney. He is a very

until she was 14. She then went to work in the Folding

keen fisherman and says he will fish anywhere although

Gwen outside her house in
West Street.

he can often be seen on the bank right outside the

Section of the Oxford University Press bindary. After 16
years she moved to a job with a firm of educational

Waterman's Arms (in recent weeks he has caught crayfish

stationers in Botley Road. She remained with them until

and several large chub, his biggest chub from these

her retirement 30 years later. Gwen is a staunch

waters being a five pounder).

supporter of St. Frideswide's Church and has many

Until recently Jack worked three allotments and provided

friends who are also regular churchgoers.

the Waterman's with vegetables for their famous

As she is one of prominent figures on the island, so is the

Allotment Pie and other dishes, as well as supplying a

island very much a home to Gwen. She finds it friendly

giant pumkin for a Guess the Weight quiz each Autumn,

and not hemmed in. She feels that the friendly

and sometimes setting up a stall of produce outside his

atmosphere persists despite the changes in the

house on South Street. Now he tends towards less

inhabitants. Despite the development in recent years, the

strenuous pursuits, fishing and watching horse racing.

island still has the feel of being both close to the centre

Indeed last year he got into the Oxford Mail when, on a

of the City and on the outskirts of the country. A five

trip with two friends to Newbury Races, he changed

minute walk will take you to open fields.

trains at Reading and ended up in Taunton by mistake!
Not to be out-done he ended up placing a bet in
Somerset instead.
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Jack fishing off East Street.
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Annette Steele

Patricia Moss

Annette was born in number 26 East Street in 1939 and

Patricia Moss, known locally as The Duchess of Osney

has lived here all her life. She remembers hearing the

was born and bought up in India. She has lived on the

sirens during the war wailing across the river. Her

Island since 1960 and as a young newly married woman,

parents had moved from Swindon to Oxford when her

lived in her husband's house, 3 West Street. Together

father got a job on the railway and her father was also a

they converted the house with the help of Stanley

musician and entertainer, playing the piano and organ at

Collins, their best man and a local architect. She installed

local dances.

marble floors, island kitchen units and a luxurious
bathroom - novel features then. The conversion had the

Annette is married to Ron, who is known on the island

effect of making others aware of the potential of the

as an Elvis fan. There is an Elvis mirror above the

modest houses on Osney. And since the Island was

fireplace, and even a teddy bear that sings the songs

scheduled for redevelopment as an area of light industry,

when you press its stomach, which they bought through
television shopping recently. Annette prefers teletubbies
and when they first launched the soft toys she queued for
the most recent models at the superstores off the Botley

Patricia is widely regarded as having 'saved' the Island.

Annette with Miss Martin,
who as a child grew up in the:

A few years after the death of her husband in 1970,

Democrats Club and has

Patricia moved to 55 West Street where she still lives.

since emigrated to Canada.

The house was

Road.

atypical 'two up, two down' but by

adding the side garden to the structure, she converted it
into what is now one of the largest and grandest houses

Annette went to West Oxford School, and worked

on the Island. Visitors treated to a house tour find a

locally at Hunt and Broadhurst Stationery factory,

grand drawing room on the first floor, a garden

although she is retired now. She has seen huge changes

stretching down to the river and the whole house stuffed

on the island but enjoys keeping in contact with the

full of treasures and curiosities gathered on family travels

newer residents as well as those she has known all her

abroad.

life. There is always something new to watch on East
Street - once a group of naked Germans came by on a
holiday boat and a resident who no longer lives here
leant from his window to take pictures.
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Patricia Moss in her garden
with one of her cats.

Today, she shares the house with four cats, all strays,
and the garden with up to thirty ducks who waddle up
the lawn to be fed each day.
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End piece
The intention of this booklet has been to present a
snapshot of Osney at the Millennium. As with all
snapshots, it is not always possible for the photographer
to include in the picture everyone and everything they
would wish. In addition, of those included, some people
and objects appear in clearer focus than others, and
some deserving more prominence are relegated to the
back row with their features largely obscured, giving the
spectator only a hint of their presence. It is however
hoped that those readers who know Osney will recognise

Bridge Street, summer 1999.

enough in this booklet to make it one they can point to
in years to come with the words: "that's how it was."
For if there is one certainty it is that Osney in the future
will be very different from today. The common theme
emerging from this review is one of change. Change that
determines those living in Osney, and how they spend
their lives. Change that affects the look of the Island
itself as new buildings are erected within its narrow
perimeter and old ones are renovated. Although an
island, Osney is also very much part of the main; the
changes affecting it are almost always the result of
outside influences and pressures. What Osney Islanders
can do is to adapt to and smooth out these influences as
best they can. In this way they can preserve for
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themselves and the future generations of those who come
to live here the same cohesion and comradeship that has
been a feature of Osney life throughout and remains so·
today. If this booklet has given the reader a suggestion of
this it has achieved its task.
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Ron Steele - a big Elvis fan.
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